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Some guidelines and principles

More detail is given in my book'Techniques of lcon and Wall Painting'(TIWP). VUhat follows
are some tips.

The figure
1. Before painting, study the icon you are working from and discern its main features. Ask

questions such as:
a. \A/hat is the dominant movement (a twist, turn, contrappasto)?
b. Where does the centre of gravity fall?
c. How many heads high is it?
d. What is its dominant'spirit': ascetic, joyful, still, dynamic, classical in detailor

simplified etc.?
e. ls it making a particular theological/spiritual point and how does it do this?

2. Decide how much of the paper/panel the saint will fill, i.e. where is the top of the head and
where are the feet? Remember to include the halo in your reckoning. The halo is not an
afterthought but must be integral to the design. Generally a single standing figure will fill
most of the panel, and a seated one about 2/3.

3. lf the figure is standing, divide the height of the figure into 8. This gives the head height,
for an average icon, though in many cases it can be bigger or smaller than this. Using this
head height as a module, dradpaint the essential lineaments of the figure using the
proportions given in the diagram below. A pair of dividers are helpful. Other proportions
and guidelines for the face are given in my book, 'Techniques of lcon and Wall Painting'
(TIWP), chapter 5, especially pages 94-98.

4. Always ensure that thgse general figurative proportions are correct before entering
anatomical details and garments. This saves a lot of time and angst. 

.

Garments
5. Before adding the drapery, accurately draw/paint the outline of the figure. Where the

drapery is touching the body it must return to this outline, and not be inside or outside it.
6. As mentioned above, spend time analysing the drapery before painting it. ln this way you

will paint with understanding and logic. Although iconographic garments are not
naturalistic, they do follow an inner logic. Meaningless drapery lines are the chief fault of
bad iconography.

7. Even when drapery is indicated with simple lines without modelling, they must follow a
logic and make sense.



8. Before painting eaeh fold first observe what forces create its shape. The diagram below
is a summary of the primary forces which can act upon and create a given drapery form.
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A line is the horizon of a form. Before drawing a line, understand the form which relates it,
then it will make sense"
Differentiate between primary and secondary forms (somewhat like the hierarchy of large
ocean swells, then medium waves, then small ripples). lndicate this hierarchy using
appropriate widths and darkness of outline and depth of shading. A line that indicates a
form going completely out of view (a true horizon line) will be darkest, while a gentle
valley will have softer shading. See below.

lf piece of cloth goes out of view and reappears, make sure it reappears in the right place
(see illustration Tip 11 above).
When a piece of cloth goes out of view, generally use the system indicated in A below:
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^F{T'Rarely will three lines meet at a point in a garment. lt is better to stagger them as in
above.
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19.

Avoid using a simple zigzag outline for concertinaed drapery. Add some concave and
convex curves as in C above. lt is also a good idea leave a little gap in the corners, as in
c.
Observe the variety of ways a line can end: pointed, spade ended, oblique, rounded etc
(see below).
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Rarely are curves sections of circles; they are usually skewed curves, like a parabola.
What appears to be a simple curve ofien upon closer examination shows itself to be a
combination, for example, of concave, convex and straight forms (see below).
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a Complex curves Soft edged lines

A line is not necessarily hard edged and opaque. lt might be made with a single stroke
but with semitranslucent paint mix, or alternatively with a number of strokes, each larger
(or smaller) so that the edges are more translucent than the centre (see above). ln fact, it
is helpful to think of lines as concentrated shadows rather than as strips.
Most icon styles avoid making drapery too curvy, preferring more angular approach than
naturalistic renditions (left below). There are however some schools which exaggerate
curves, most notably the wet-fold Romanesque schools and some artists of the
Comnenian period (1081-1185) - see right below.
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Highlighting
For further hints, see TIWP, pages 267-276

20. What is closest to the viewer is painted lighter, lcons do not show forms illuminated from
a single source, to create chiaroscuro (dark one side, light the other), but as illuminated
from within and all around by the light of the Holy Spirit. lcons need to have enough



modelling to affirm the materiality of our existence, and this'closest is lighte/ principle
allows modelling without using a uni-directional light source..

21. Garments can have complex forms. Ensure that the highlights of individual sections within
a given form (a thigh, or a forearm, for example) all fall on the main 'ridge'. See below:

Some lines as just gaps in the highlighting

22. Observe closely to see if a line is a painted line or just a gap in the highlighting (see
above).
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